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3rd Grade Week Three: Robot

Thanks Erin @Royal Baloo & Cassie @3 Dinosaurs

Thanks for downloading Build Up Summer Learning Week Three: Robot. Be sure to
Check out the other weeks as they come out!
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  Week 3 Day 1: Cursive Letter Week 3 Day 1: Cursive Letter KK
     KKKKKKKKKKKK
     ///////////////
kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
////////////////////
kite/kite/kite/kite/kite
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Week 3 Day 1: R-Controlled Vowels IWeek 3 Day 1: R-Controlled Vowels I
Color the robots pads that have r-controlled i vowels.

Pick two “-ir'” words and write two sentences

2. ________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
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1. ________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

swirl

herd

nurse

chirp

stir

yard

perk

thirsty

girl

burn

chirp

clerk

fur

curb

dirt

skirt

shirt

mark
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Week 3 Day 1: MultiplicationWeek 3 Day 1: Multiplication
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Answer the following question and 
show your work.

Stacking Multiplication

  12
x12

   3
 x4

  5
x4

 10
 x7

  9
x8

  7
x3

  11
 x 6

  5
x7

  10
 x 4 

  8
x7

  10
x  8

  12
x  3

The robots all have gears to help do repairs.
Robot one has 6 boxes with 7 gears in 
each box. How many gears do they have?
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Week 3 Day 1: Sight Word “clean”Week 3 Day 1: Sight Word “clean”

clean ////////////

Use clean in a sentence using cursive.
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Write the word clean:

/////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////

Color the word clean:

clean/clean/clean/clean
clean/clean/clean/clean

Trace the word clean:
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